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͢Γɼܗɼ࣭ɼ߱ӍԼਫͷࣗવཁҼ͕ݪҼͰൃੜ͢Δ࠭ࡂͷ̍ͭͰ͋Δɽࡏݱͷ͢

Γൣғͷܾఆɼओʹݱ౿͓ࠪΑͼܭࣼ৳ॖܭͳͲʹΑΔ؍ଌσʔλ͔Βਪଌ͞Ε͍ͯΔɽ͔͠

͠ɼ໘తͳ͢Γܗঢ়ʹରͯ͠ɼ؍ଌثػʹΑΔܭଌͷใͰ͋Δ͜ͱɼ͢Γ͕ൣғͰ͋Δ

߹ਓཱ͕ؒͪೖΔ͜ͱͷͰ͖ͳ͍ݥةͳॴʹ͓͍ͯɼௐࠪଌྔʹଟ͘ͷखؒΛཁ͢Δɽͦ͜Ͱۙɼ

ޮతͳௐࠪख๏ͱͯ͠ɼۭߤଌྔ͕͞Ε͍ͯΔɽ

ɹۭߤଌྔʹɼϨʔβʔޫΛরࣹͯ͠ܗͷσʔλΛऔಘ͢ΔʮϨʔβʔଌྔʯͱɼࣸਅΛ༻͍ͯඃࣸମͷ

Ґஔܗঢ়Λఆྔతʹଌఆ͢Δʮࣸਅଌྔʯͷ̎छྨ͕͋ΔɽۭߤϨʔβʔଌྔΛ༻͍ͨڀݚͰɼɼ

Βߐ ղ૾ߴͷظ͕̎[1] DEM(ඪߴϞσϧ)Λ༻͍ͯɼը૾Ϛονϯάͷख๏ΛԠ༻ͨ̏͠ݩมҐ

ͷѲख๏Λ։ൃ͍ͯ͠Δ (ಛڐୈ 4545219߸)ɽ·ͨɼۭࣸߤਅଌྔΛ༻͍ͨڀݚͱͯ͠ɼଜ [2]͕ɼۭߤ

ࣸਅ͔Β࡞ͨ͠ DSM(ද໘Ϟσϧ)ͱطଘͷ DEMͷඪߴͷ͔ࠩΒنࡂͷਪఆΛ͍ͯͬߦΔɽ

͔͠͠ɼߴղ૾ͷϨʔβʔܭଌίετ͕͘ߴɼมҐࢹͷΑ͏ʹߴසͰܭଌ͕ඞཁͳ߹ʹ͓͍ͯݱ

࣮తͱ͍͑ͳ͍ɽ·ͨɼඪߴͷࠩղੳʹ͍ͭͯɼมҐྔͷநग़ՄͰ͋Δ͕ɼͲͷํʹҠಈͯ͠

͍Δͷ͔͕Θ͔Βͳ͍͕՝ͱͯ͋͛͠ΒΕΔ.

ɹຊࣨڀݚͰɼ2017͔Βߴޗݝ܊ਔཎொߴ۠ͷ͢Γ۠ࢭҬΛରʹɼۭࣸߤਅଌྔΛ

༻͍ͨ͢ΓͷมҐநग़ʹऔΓΜͰ͍Δɽ֘ҬͰɼ2010ʹ࣮ͨ͠ࢪϘʔϦϯάௐࠪͷ݁Ռɼ۠

Ε͍ͯΔɽ͜ΕɼA-0ϒϩοΫͱ໊͚ΒΕɼ͜Ε·Ͱʹଟ͘ͷ͞ݟͰ͋Δ͢ΓϒϩοΫ͕ൃنେ࠷

ௐ͕ࠪਐΊΒΕ͖ͯͨɽ͔͠͠ɼද໘ʹมঢ়͕গͳ͍͜ͱ͔Β͢Γൣғ͕໌֬ʹͳ͍ͬͯͳ͍ɽͦ͜Ͱ

ຊڀݚͰɺA-0ϒϩοΫΛؚΉൣғΛରͱ͠ɼۭߤଌྔղੳ͔Β͢ΓൣғΛ໌Β͔ʹ͢Δ͜ͱΛత

ͱͨ͠ɽख๏ͱͯ͠ɼυϩʔϯʹΑΔۭը૾͔Β SfMٕज़Λ༻͍ͯɼଟظͷ̏ݩ܈ϞσϧΛ࡞

͢Δɽͦͯ͠ɼ࡞ͨ͠܈ϞσϧΛϘΫηϧϞσϧʹม͠ɼಉҰʹଘ͢ࡏΔϘΫηϧಉΛൺֱ͢Δ

͜ͱͰ̏ݩมҐΛਪఆͨ͠ɽϘΫηϧԽ͢Δ͜ͱʹΑΓɼϥϯμϜͳ࠲ඪΛͭ܈ϞσϧಉΛಉҰ

Ͱൺֱ͢Δ͕ࣄՄͱͳΓɼ·ͨ୯७ͳࠩܭͷΈͰ̏ݩมҐͷநग़͕ՄͱͳΔɽࠓճزԿิਖ਼ʹɼ

ʮGNSSଌྔ͔Βऔಘ্ͨ͠࠲ඪʯ͓ΑͼʮϞσϧ͔Βऔಘͨ͠૬ର࠲ඪʯΛ༻͍ͨ̎छྨͷزԿมΛߦ

͍ɼͦͷਫ਼Λൺֱͨ͠ɽ·ͨɼมҐ͕දΕ͍ͯΔՄੑ͕͍ߴʹ͍ͭͯɼ܈Ϛονϯάͷख๏ΛదԠ

͠ɼ͞ΒʹزԿਫ਼Λ࠶্ͤ͞มҐநग़Λͨͬߦɽޙ࠷ʹɼมԽͷେ͖͍ըૉΛྠֲ (Τοδ)ͱͯ͠நग़

͢Δඍը૾ͷख๏Λ༻͍ͯɼ͖ͷมԽ͔Β͢Γڥքͷਪఆ͕Ͱ͖Δ͔Ͳ͏͔ݕ౼Λͨͬߦɽ

݁Ռɼ૬ର࠲ඪΛ༻͍ͯิਖ਼ΛͨͬߦϞσϧͷํ͕زԿਫ਼͍݁ߴՌͱͳͬͨɽGNSSଌྔ࠲ඪΛ༻͍

ҼͱͳΓɼϞσݪ४ͷফࣦͳͲ͕جΑͼಓ࿏ͷฮͳͲʹΑΔ͓ࠩޡϞσϧͰɼଌྔͨͬߦԿิਖ਼Λزͯ

ϧಉͷॏͳΓ͕ѱ͘ͳͬͯ͠·ͬͨՄੑ͕͑ߟΒΕͨɽมҐநग़݁Ռ͔Βɼ͢ΓϒϩοΫܗঢ়͕ந

ग़Ͱ͖ͳ͔ͬͨͷͷɼมঢ়Օॴͷநग़͕Ͱ͖ΔՄੑΛࣔͨ͠ɽͦͷʹ͍ͭͯݱ౿ࠪΛ݁ͨͬߦՌɼ

͔ॴͰ͋Δ͕ͻͼׂΕੴ֞ͷζϨΛ֬ͨ͠ɽͦͷଞɼ܈Ϛονϯάͷख๏Λ༻͍ͨมҐநग़ඍ

ը૾Λ༻͍ͨ͢ΓڥքͷΤοδநग़ΛࢼΈ͕ͨɼ͖ͬΓͱͨ͠มҐՕॴ͕ු͔ͼ্͕ΔʹࢸΒͳ͔ͬ

ͨɽ͜ͷݪҼͱͯ͠, ͳมҐ͕ΈΒΕΔࡉϞσϧͰɼৄݩͨ̏͠࡞͍ͯ༺Өͨࣸ͠ਅΛ͔Βߴ͍ߴ

΄Ͳͷਫ਼༗͍ͯ͠ͳ͍͜ͱɼ২ͷͳͲͷ༷ʹɼඍখͳมҐΛݟΔ্ͰϊΠζͱͳΔࣄʹຊख

๏͕ରԠͰ͖͍ͯͳ͍͜ͱͳͲ͕͑ߟΒΕΔɽޙࠓɼඈܦߦ࿏ߴΛݕ౼͠Ϟσϧ࡞ͷਫ਼্ɼथ

ͷͳͲʹΑΔϊΠζΛྀͨ͠ߟख๏ͷվྑΛ͏ߦඞཁ͕͋Δɽ
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Abstract

Landslide is one of the sediment disaster caused by natural factors such as topography, geology, rainfall and

groundwater. The movement of landslides is very slow from 0.1cm to 10cm per year, and the landslide disaster

area can be very large.Ground damage appears in landslide areas such as cracks, stairs, depressions, and collapses.

These can cause serious damage to the lives or agriculture. In addition, it is a dangerous phenomenon because it

may suddenly lead to collapseɽ

At present, the estimation of the landslide area is estimated from field surveys and data obtained by measuring

instruments. However, it is difficult to use this method when the landslide is extensive or in dangerous places

where humans cannot access. In recent years, aerial surveying has been attracting attention as an efficient surveying

method. There are two types of aerial surveying.one of ”laser surveying”, which radiates a laser beam to acquire

terrain data. Another is ”photogrammetry”, which measures position and shape using photographs. In a study using

aerial laser surveying, Mukaiyama and Ekawa[1] used a two-period high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM)

ɹ to the extraction of three-dimensional displacements applied image matching techniques (Patent No. 4545219).

In addition, as a study using aerial photogrammetry, Yamamura[2] estimated the magnitude of a disaster from the

difference of the elevation values between the DSM (numerical surface model) created from aerial photographs and

existing DEM. However, high-resolution laser measurement is expensive and is not practical when high-frequency

measurements are required. In addition, with regard to the difference analysis of the elevation value, it is possible

to extract the displacement amount, but not known moving direction.

ɹ This laboratory has been studying on the extraction of landslide displacement using aerial photogrammetry in

the Takase area since 2017. Takase area in Kochi has many landslides. In 2010, a large landslide covering 7 blocks

was discovered. This block is called an A-0 block. However, the boundary of this A-0 block has not yet been

clarified. Therefore, In this study, we aimed to determine the landslide block using aerial photogrammetry.

ɹ As a specific estimation method, a three-dimensional point cloud of a landslide is created from the photograph

acquired by the UAV(Unmanned Aerial Vehicle), and voxelization of the point cloud data was performed. Next,

we tried to extract the three-dimensional displacement by calculating the difference in the terrain shape of the

voxel model . The data obtained in this study are for five periods from August 2017 to August 2019. From the

displacement extraction results, it was confirmed that the landslide block shape could not be extracted, but there

was a possibility of deformation. As a result of field reconnaissance, cracks and misalignment of stone walls were

confirmed in several places. In addition, we tried displacement extraction using the point cloud matching method

and edge extraction of the landslide boundary using differential images, but we could not extract clear displacement

points. This is because a 3D model created using photographs taken from high altitudes does not have the accuracy

required to show detailed displacement, and this method cannot cope with noise such as plant growth. In the future,

it is necessary to improve the restoration accuracy of the model by examining the flight path and altitude, and to

improve the method considering the removal of trees.
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